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The Allure of  Online Video Games is Strong.





Atari- Games have Evolved

• For those of  you who are Gen X’ers, you may remember Atari. The difference between the 
video games kids are playing today and the video games of  the 70’s is astonishing. For 
example, I spent my time trying to get a high score on Pitfall, an Atari game. When I thought 
I scored high enough I would take a picture of  my score with a polaroid camera and I mailed 
it in with the hope of  being recognized for my achievement. Sadly, I never received an award, 
which in 1982 was this. A patch was the reward serious Atari players received.

• Atari is available today for purchase and a great option for kids.  

• In today’s world of  online gaming, rewards occur immediately and repeatedly, which are 
reasons why the allure of  online video games are so strong for kids. 



Key Factors that Lead to Gaming Overuse in Kids

Executive Function

• Dopamine 
• Emotions
• Executive Functioning 

Brain Science                              Development Persuasive Design

• Vulnerable Age Group
• High Risk Diagnoses
• Emotional Immaturity

• Manipulates Users
• Changes the way kids 

think & act



Brain Science & Development

Factors that lead to gaming overuse in kids, and over time, can lead to gaming addiction, include these 3 areas. Dopamine is a 
neurotransmitter in the brain that we refer to as the “gimme me more” neurotransmitter. When your child receives a reward 
when playing video games (e.g. new weapon or a skin ) a drip of  dopamine is released. Every time a reward and dopamine release 
occurs, the motivation to engage in the behavior increases. Without timely intervention, this cycle can lead to serious health 
consequences and addiction. 

Kids are a vulnerable group to overuse due to their lack of  impulsive control and an immature ability to regulate emotions. When
children game excessively, their prefrontal cortex goes offline so to speak. This is where our all-important executive function 
cognitions reside, such as our ability to self-regulate behavior and emotions. Kids are more at risk for overuse due to their limited 
ability to manage their time effectively especially when playing stimulating video games. Kids who are sensation seekers, such as 
kids with ADHD and ASD, are at high risk for gaming overuse. Kids with ADHD are naturally lower in dopamine levels, 
therefore when they use highly rewarding applications like video games, their dopamine is triggered to release at a higher rate,
which leads to the child wanting more and more time gaming.
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Persuasive Design

Persuasive Design, which is built into all internet-based applications, utilizes behavioral 
science to get kids hooked. The reward systems they incorporate into the games zero in 
on the emotional brain and hijack the reasonable brain. Children are less able to control 
their use without a parent stepping in because of  the way video games are designed-
playing longer means more rewards. We do not diagnose video game addiction in 
children as we view it as an impulse control problem. Again, because they lack 
cognitive control and seek reward over risk, they cannot easily control their online use. 



Digital Media Treatment & Education Center

• Individual, Couple & Family Therapy in Colorado

• Group Therapy in Colorado

• Distance Parent Coaching- U.S./World-Wide

• Clinical Trainings for Professionals- U.S./World-Wide

• Conference Presenters and Keynote Speakers- U.S./World-Wide
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